1. Lety wants to be the shelter scribe so she can help animals find their forever homes but she has doubts that her English is good enough to write the profiles. Why does she doubt her ability to write in English? What advice would you give Lety to help her through this doubt?

2. In the beginning of the book, we learn that something is bothering Hunter. What is it? Even though Hunter has been rude to Lety, she helps him. How does Lety help Hunter? Would you have helped Hunter? Why or why not?

3. In Chapter 26, Brisa recites a saying she loves, “When they go low, we go high.” What does this saying mean? Give an example from the novel where Lety and Brisa demonstrate that they “go high.”

4. Lety fell in love with Spike and wanted to adopt him from the moment she met him, but Dr. Villalobos has to approve of Spike’s forever family. What was Dr. Villalobos looking for in Spike’s forever family? Make the case on behalf of Lety and her family on why they should be Spike’s forever family. Be sure to give examples from the novel.